
STEP INTO
YOUR GAME

THE FIRST STEP TO IMPROVING 
THE GOLF SWING IS PROPER 
FOOTWORK 

Golfers must position their feet 
properly in order to maintain correct 
posture and balance. This positioning 
of the feet allows the ankles and leg 
musculature to work in harmony, 
which creates a stable postural 
foundation. This foundation allows 
the upper body to maintain the core 
momentum of the swing.

PROPER FOOTWORK CREATES 
CLUB HEAD SPEED!
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Testimonials
Trey Mullinax
PGA Tour Professional

“I actually shot 63 in my first round with my 
new orthotics! It has also worked wonders in 
alleviating the stiffness I tend to experience in my 
lower back later in the rounds. The OrthoGolfer 
Elite allows golfers of all levels to simulate the 
posture and positioning of touring professionals!”

Michelle McGann
LPGA Tour Professional

“Replacing the standard insole of the golf shoe 
with an orthotic specifically made for all golfers 
has tremendous benefits to the player’s  balance 
and swing!”

www.orthogolfer.com



STEP INTO YOUR GAME

         Overall balance and weight distribution
         Excessive weight shift moving to forefoot
         Lateral sway during swing
         Ankle and knee instability
         Strain on muscles 
         Lower back pain

HELPS REDUCE SLICES HELPS INCREASE DISTANCE HELPS ADD CLUB SPEED

HAVING ISSUES WITH YOUR GOLF 
SWING?

Golfers of all ages go through such 
troubles when it comes to their golf shot 
performance. Many of those issues originate 
with improper footwork, including:

How it Works
Developed by leading physicians and tour 
professionals, OrthoGolfer Elite® delivers 
the first true orthotics made specifically 
for golfers. The patent pending device has 
been rigorously tested at leading teaching 
facilities and has demonstrated to help 
improve a player’s balance, posture and 
overall performance.

Elevated forefoot design increases swing 
dynamics.

Lateral stabilizer bar centralizes weight 
and reduces sway.

Increased arch support provides optimal 
weight transfer during swing.

ELEVATED FOREFOOT

ARCH SUPPORT

LATERAL STABILIZER

  Body Stress
  Back Pain
  Lower Leg Pain

  Energy
  Core Balance
  Muscle Control


